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Beyond the cross and the crescent: plural
identities and the Copts in contemporary Egypt

Vivian Ibrahim
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This paper examines the slow but steady transformation in how Coptic identity has been
articulated and expressed since the mid-1990s. In the past, Copts were careful not to chal-
lenge a particular narrative of national unity, which formally included Copts in the Egyp-
tian nation (‘religion is for God, and the nation is for all’), but which in practice imposed a
kind of public invisibility on them. Today, a growing number of activists are seeking a
public identity for Copts, a form of the ‘politics of recognition’ and the ‘right to difference’.
This is a controversial approach within the Coptic community, as well as between the Copts
and the Muslim majority and the Egyptian state, and to some extent has required new
vehicles for Coptic self-organization and expression, outside the older ‘neo-millet’ insti-
tutions that had governed Coptic life for decades.

Keywords: Copts; Egypt; national unity; millet; citizenship; Coptic–Muslim relations

Situating Egypt’s minorities: a multicultural Egypt?

The term multiculturalism (Ta‘diyya al-thaqafiyya) has rarely been discussed in the
Arabic or English literature in relation to Egypt. This stands in contrast to the fierce
public debates in the West in recent decades concerning the meaning and forms that
multiculturalism can take. While there are differences in how individual countries
have interpreted the concept, multiculturalism in Europe and North America has in
large part been concerned with the issue of immigration, and more specifically with
the cultural dimensions of immigrant integration. To what extent should newly
settled immigrant populations be allowed to maintain their distinct cultural identity,
and to what extent should they assimilate into the dominant identity/ies and cultures
of the nation?1 These discussions are shaped by the perception that historical tradition
has produced a dominant national culture that may lie at odds with those of the
migrants.
A somewhat different conception of multiculturalism has emerged in Latin America,

focused on the relation between the state and indigenous peoples. In this context, the
European colonizers built settler states through the dispossession and subordination of
indigenous peoples, and new forms of ‘multicultural constitutionalism’ have emerged
to recognize this injustice and affirm indigenous rights to land, culture and self-
government.2

Neither version of multiculturalism – as a response to immigration or indigenous
peoples – fits the Egyptian case. To be sure, there is an important history of immigra-
tion in nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Egypt, including Greeks, Armenians,
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Italians, Lebanese-Syrians, Jews, Maltese and others, whose status as either foreign or
Ottoman subjects clearly differentiated them from ‘Egyptian’. Indeed, their ‘cultural,
political and economic functions gave their presence immense importance’ during
the late Ottoman and British colonial periods (Philipp 1995, 132), and they are some-
times cited as evidence of a once vibrant ‘multiculturalism’ and ‘cosmopolitanism’ in
Egypt, particularly along the Mediterranean (e.g. Starr 2013).
But this proto-multiculturalism, if we want to call it that, has little resonance for

either the Muslim majority or the indigenous Coptic minority in Egypt today, since
it was intimately tied to a colonial and elite project that denigrated Egypt’s indigenous
communities. Although the foreign communities to some extent cut across class bound-
aries, as non-Egyptians they were largely excluded from daily interaction and chal-
lenges faced by Egypt’s masses under British occupation, and their status depended
on the suppression of Arab nationalism. As Will Hanley has shown, this nostalgia
for a ‘golden age’ of multiculturalism – what he calls ‘grieving cosmopolitanism’ –
is almost always elitist, indifferent to the plight of the Arab masses who were effec-
tively excluded from power (Hanley 2008). A romantic reading of colonial-era multi-
culturalism/cosmopolitanism ignores the historical context of colonial structures of
governance and their impact on demarcating communal boundaries of divide and
rule.3 It is not surprising, therefore, that Copts have not looked to this allegedly
golden age of multiculturalism as inspiration for their claims.
Instead, ideas about religious difference in Egypt have largely been explored through

the concept of pluralism (ta‘did al-wazifiya), a more common notion in Arabic dis-
course, which acknowledges religious identity – and to some extent political diversity
– as a feature of society, albeit subsumed within an overarching framework of national
unity. Unlike the foreign minority communities who sought and benefitted from foreign
protection and privileges under the British, the indigenous Copts identified themselves
with the Egyptian nation that sought liberation from colonial rule. The Copts are
largely indistinguishable from the Muslim Egyptian population in terms of culture,
language and geographical distribution, seeking only recognition of their religious
difference within the nationalist unity myth. And indeed religious identity is a matter
of public acknowledgement and a compulsory aspect of citizenship in Egypt (Parker
and Hoon 2013, 157).4

However, the terms of this public acknowledgement of religious pluralism are
increasingly contested by Copts in Egypt. This is partly a response to various forms
of overt discrimination practised by the state (e.g. in relation to permission to build
or repair churches, or in relation to hiring). But it is also, and perhaps more deeply,
a response to the way that the national unity narrative has sharply confined the political
expression of Coptic identity. As we will see, the very terms of public acknowledge-
ment of Coptic identity are also, simultaneously, terms that render their claims publicly
invisible.
In my view, it is important to focus on these narratives and discourses of pluralism

and national unity. There is an extensive literature focused on the flaws of Egyptian
state legislation – a literature that typically concludes that greater respect for the rule
of law and for secularism would remedy grievances and lead to greater pluralism.
However, this traditional liberal legalist approach fails to recognize the importance
of social and cultural factors that escape and exceed the formalities of law. Instead,
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it will be argued that the postcolonial Egyptian state pursued an assimilationist dis-
course by perpetuating a myth of national unity. The rhetoric of Muslim–Coptic
union has played an important and reoccurring role in the memory and imaginary of
who was an ‘authentic Egyptian’, subsuming minority rights to a question of ‘Egyptian
rights’. This, I will argue, as much as any legal deficiencies, has led to the invisibility of
Copts in everyday life.
Since the mid-1990s, however, there has been a slow transformation in how identity

politics is articulated and expressed. This process was not solely led by the Copts, but
has been the result of broader social and political movements in the Egyptian land-
scape. The outcome has been vociferous public debates concerning the role of religion
in the state, and more particularly the position of Copts in the nation. Momentum has
been gained for a public ‘identity’ in which the state, political and everyday actors
acknowledge the previous ‘invisibility’ of Copts in the public sphere. Since 2011,
Coptic groups and movements have been increasingly vocal. Copts have moved
beyond a debate over equality of citizenship and rights to one of freedom to difference,
a discourse that does not subordinate Egyptian minorities to the national unity debate
but encourages specific minority rights and pluralism. This new vision remains incho-
ate, including on key questions regarding the secular or religious nature of the state, and
on the nature of state–church relations. It also remains deeply contested, both within the
Coptic community and between Copts, Muslims and the state. But I will argue that it
contains the seeds of a potentially transformative minority politics.

Traditional state–church narratives on the ‘Coptic question’

Most studies of the Copts in Egypt have been state-centred, examining the legal codes
and practices established by the state. Much of this literature has focused on the devel-
opment of the constitution, including its amendments and additions, and how this has
impacted minority–state relations. These studies have typically argued that legislation
failed to foster a plural environment as a necessary feature of a modern (secular) state.
As a result, traditional religious structures of governance, mirroring those of the
Ottoman millet, were reinforced, albeit under the oversight of the modern Egyptian
state.
There is indeed an important legal and constitutional dimension to the ‘Coptic ques-

tion’. For instance, an examination of the constitution in the period following Gamal
Abd al-Nasser’s military coup of 1952 provides evidence of how the Copts were sim-
ultaneously included and excluded in the legal and legislative process. The 1954 draft
emphasized civil liberties, labour rights and social justice for all citizens. However, the
constitution also explicitly included a clause stating that only religions recognized by
Islam – that is Christianity and Judaism – would be permitted. Insofar as the legitimacy
of any religion was based on an Islamic interpretation of acceptable practice, this
served to ultimately exalt the religion of the majority (Islam) over that of any minority.
Indeed prior to the draft release, young Coptic activists contacted the Revolutionary
Command Council (RCC) in order to petition for changes. Ibrahim Hilal, a twenty-
two-year-old lawyer, cautioned that the draft constitution planted the roots of sectarian
hate.5 Hilal was particularly worried about the way in which Egyptian identity was
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defined, contending that the wording of the new constitution discriminated against the
Copts, interchangeably identifying Egyptian identity as Islamic and Muslim:

It was decided that it was necessary that the President of the state should be Egyptian,
Muslim… the incredible thing about this is that any person who entered Egypt can
become (as long as they are Muslim, and their father Egyptian) the president of the
country. And the Copt, who is the original Egyptian who knows about his nation from
the dawn of history, is forbidden from taking part in the governance of his country or
even attaining a position that is open to other people.6

What is particularly important to note is that Hilal sought to claim a political share
for the Copts in post-revolutionary Egypt by ensuring their full inclusion in the consti-
tution. This was not necessarily a demand for a ‘secular’ document, but rather an
acknowledgement of Christianity, Judaism and Islam as equal in legislative status.
At times, Nasser claimed that he wished to pursue a modernist secular agenda that
would privatize religious belief, relegating it to an individual and family level but
absent from the public sphere. In examining the evolution of the constitution,
however, it is clear that neither Nasser nor his successors ever truly welcomed a
policy of privatization of religious belief. In fact, Nasser strengthened the state’s mon-
opolization over religion when legislation was enacted requiring presidential approval
for the election of all religious heads of communities. Pope Kyrillos VI, who was
elected in 1959, was noted for his close and amicable relationship with the president,
thus serving to strengthen the centrality of religious authority under the oversight of the
state.
The place of Islam in the constitution has continued to be a contentious issue. In con-

trast to earlier constitutions, the 1971 document made a direct reference to the role of
sharia (Islamic law). After much public debate, Clause 2 stated: ‘Sharia is a principal
source for legislation by parliament.’ In 1980, this was amended further to state:
‘Sharia is the principal source for legislation by parliament.’ This established sharia
(at least in legal terms) as the main source for legislation in the state. This amendment
not only affected the Copts as a religious minority, but also all citizens concerned with
the character of the state. Should the constitution, as the embodying legislation of the
state, be secular or religious, both as a question of principle and of practice? Despite the
inclusion of Clause 45, which stated ‘The State shall guarantee the freedom of belief
and the freedom of practice of religious rites’, the question of sharia shifted the
focus of the document. The inclusion of Clause 2 diminished the role of those who
did not identify with Islamic religious principles (Copts, non-practising Muslims,
secular Egyptians), thus serving to undermine any pretence of a secular vision of the
state and popular plural participation in the legislative process. Instead, it emphasized
the authority and dominance of the national majority, asserting a religious identity to
the nation.
In these and other ways, the formal legal and constitutional provisions are proble-

matic from the perspective of equality and inclusion. But if we focus only on these pro-
visions, as liberal legalists tend to, we miss the larger picture, and indeed are likely to
misdiagnose the problem and the required solutions. For one thing, it is important to
note that these constitutional clauses have received the tacit, and sometimes explicit,
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support of the Coptic clerical hierarchy. Pope Shenouda III (1970–2012), while initially
airing some concerns against Clause 2 in the 1970s (under President Sadat), later
altered his position (under President Mubarak). Rather than removing the article, he
suggested the addition of ‘and People of the Book are judged according to their own
laws’ (Iskander 2012, 180). This stance is consistent with the pragmatism of the
Coptic Church hierarchy, which has in large part fostered a stable rapport with the
Egyptian state. From the perspective of both the church and the state, this is a mutually
favourable relationship. In acting as both the political and religious voice for the com-
munity, the church can consolidate its power and authority over the Copts, a role that
has, since the mid-twentieth century, been continuously challenged by lay Coptic fac-
tions. The church, and particularly the papacy, has also pragmatically adopted a pos-
ition whereby it supports ‘the lesser of two evils’. While it recognizes state
infractions against the Copts, the state is also viewed as a ‘protector’ of Copts from
alternative political Islamist forces such as the Muslim Brotherhood, which won the
majority of parliamentary seats and the presidency in 2012. From the perspective of
the state, the arrangement with the Coptic Church is also beneficial. It ensures that
the church functions as a political and religious representative over the minority and
can, to an extent, be held accountable for the community. Here, there is clear evidence
of the collusion that exists between the state and the hierarchy of the church to secure
ease of governance. This sits in contrast to the vast majority of secularization theory,
which emphasizes the de-monopolization of religion and a decline in religious auth-
ority as a necessary feature of a modern plural state (Casanova 1994, 18–20).

The impact of these state policies and state–church pacts reveals what Paul Rowe
(2013, 262) has described as the ‘perpetuation of a neo-Millet partnership’. For
instance, in 2011 both Pope Shenouda and the Council of Islamic Research rejected
a proposal for a unified law on building places of worship. This would have addressed
one of the most consistent issues raised by the Copts – the ability to practise religion
freely without building restrictions. In rejecting the proposal, the church wished to con-
solidate its monopoly over communal affairs. Elizabeth Iskander has argued that in
refusing a unified law – a symbol of a broader struggle to obtain greater equity for
Copts in Egypt – the church highlighted that it ‘preferred to have a separate law for
Muslims and Christians and to maintain a quasi-Millet system in which citizens are
governed by different laws according to their religion’ (Iskander 2012, 177). Put dif-
ferently, the existing legal system strengthens the institution of the church, centrally
grounding it to a unique and distinct Coptic identity.
As will be discussed below, some individual Coptic actors have challenged this de

facto function of the church as mediating relations between Coptic citizens and the
state. They argue that the church is a spiritual institution and cannot, nor should it, rep-
resent a diverse political community, particularly as it is a non-elected body.7 And yet
strong state–clerical relations have been a resilient feature of modern Egypt since the
1950s, and serve as a kind of default structure to which people revert in times of uncer-
tainty.8 For instance, at the height of the 2011 uprising, Pope Shenouda made a public
statement calling upon Copts to avoid demonstrations against President Mubarak.9 In
doing so, Shenouda mirrored the call of Shaykh al-Azhar who claimed that in Islam it
was forbidden to rebel against a just leader. Many Copts and non-Copts viewed these
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statements as evidence of the maintenance of the neo-millet status of both the Coptic
and indeed Muslim community.
From the perspective of scholars who focus on the persistence of these neo-millet legal

arrangements, the conclusion seems obvious: legislation has essentially stunted the
growth of a plural society in Egypt, and the ‘Coptic question’ can best be solved by
greater equality of the religions under the law. (Some of these scholars advocate a
secular Egypt, while others argue that the right to equal religious practice under the
law can be fulfilled within a religious state.) While this legalist approach correctly ident-
ifies important legislative restrictions, I will argue that it fails to recognize the impact of
everyday nationalist rhetoric on the actual real-life lived experiences of Copts, and how
this rhetoric constrains the possibilities for a more transformative politics.

Nationalist rhetoric and the invisible minority

Narratives of Muslim–Coptic unity have played an important role in the imagination of
the nation, and these narratives have effects that are distinct from that of formal legis-
lation. Although these narratives are often advocated and supported by the state, they
are not reducible to the actions of state officials. Rather, they rely on popular rhetoric,
repeated and performed as part of the imaginary of a modern plural Egypt. The perpetu-
ation of this national unity performance, I will argue, has led to the ‘invisibility’ of the
Copts in the contemporary political landscape, with minority rights being subjugated to
national needs.
At the centre of popular narratives of the make-up of the nation is the powerful image

of the cross and crescent intertwined, symbolizing unity between Muslims and Copts.
This concept – often embodied in a physical flag – has its roots in the 1919 revolution
when a popular uprising paved the way to Egypt’s semi-independence in 1922. In the
national imaginary, 1919 was a significant marker for the articulation of Egyptian iden-
tity and Egyptian-ness. Who was ‘authentic’ and who could claim a stake in the nation
by fighting the British colonizers? Qommus Sergius, a Coptic canon, became the first
Christian priest in the history of Al-Azhar Mosque, a key Islamic institution, to stand
and preach at its pulpit (Rafi‘i 1946, 152). In those months, Sergius delivered speeches
at Al-Azhar’s pulpit for fifty-nine consecutive days in which he drew clear lines
of where Egyptian identity lay: Copts and Muslims were united against the British
(al-Muti‘i 1997, 426). Writing on the revolution, Coptic historian Milad Hanna has
argued:

March 1919 instilled feelings that are prevalent in the conscience of every Egyptian until
today and these are that “religion is for God, and the nation is for all” [as well as] the
slogan “long live the crescent [intertwined] with the cross”. (Hanna 1980, 77)

This interpretation of events may seem benign, even propitious, particularly when
compared to other postcolonial states where one or more minorities were tarred as col-
laborators with imperial powers. However, in practice this myth has been highly pro-
blematic as it not only contributes to a state-endorsed narrative of Egyptian nationalist
history, but also undermines the space of minority claims-making. The idea that the
Copts were, and still are, an integral component of the modern Egyptian state, and
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that the symbolism of the flag represented joint resistance to the British struggle, estab-
lished a myth that all ‘true’ Egyptians participated in the events of 1919; all Egyptians
had an identical experience, and Sergius’s contribution is emblematic of all Coptic par-
ticipation.10 The outcome of this is that all Copts and all Muslims are assumed to have a
shared an ‘authentic’ experience of ‘Egyptian-ness’. Yet this narrative denies the Copts,
or any other faction be it religious or class based, self-agency to promote a different
version of events. Instead, Copts, Muslims and other participants in 1919 are
grouped together as a cohesive unit and labelled ‘Egyptian’, in turn representing a
national majority.
The consequence of this was that the Copts, as a numeric and religious minority,

could not claim distinct rights or status since the logic of popular anti-colonial govern-
ment required equality of all citizens. Labelled as a ‘minority’, the Copts would be a
fixed and separate entity, effectively securing their un-equal status and inability to
fully participate in the national discourse. In elevating the idea of the ‘Egyptian’ –
representing the collective majority – over the status of minority/ies – such as Copts
– the groundwork was laid to view potential minority right claims as either subordinate
or hostile to broader ‘Egyptian rights’. Pluralism, ta‘did al-wazifiya, although accepted
as a vague concept, does not extend to the explicit discussion about minorities and
majorities in Egypt, thus serving to increase the invisibility of the Copts.
This is hardly unique to the case of the Copts. In a recent book on The Reckoning of

Pluralism, Kabir Tambar (2014) argues that a similar dynamic plagues the Alevis in
Turkey. On the one hand, the Alevi community is recognized as ‘a foundational com-
ponent (asli unsur) of the Turkish republic’ (3), whose indigenous roots in Anatolia
help legitimize the state’s claim to sovereignty over the territory. This authorizes a
limited expression of Alevi identity, but only insofar as this reproduces this narrative
of national unity. Alevis ‘are burdened with the task of enacting their traditions in
ways that demonstrate and act out national cohesion’ (16) with the result that
‘Alevism became relevant to institutions of modern governmentality in the past
tense: Neither as an emblem of the nation’s present nor as an index of its future aspira-
tions, but as a trace of its historical trajectory’ (48). More specifically, this means that,
in the words of the Turkish Constitutional Court in 1994, any expression of Alevi cul-
tural differences will be criminalized if it is perceived as ‘destroying the unity of the
nation… by means of creating minorities on the land of the Turkish Republic’ (50).
This conjunction of pluralism in the national unity myth combined with suppression

of minority politics recurs throughout the Arab world. In 1994, the Ibn Khaldun Center
of Development Studies, based in Cairo, and led by sociologist and American Univer-
sity Professor Saad Eddin Ibrahim, organized an international conference entitled
‘Minorities in the Arab World’. An immediate backlash ensued; the Ibn Khaldun
Center was accused of being a Western-backed organization with the agenda to
promote discord in the region. At the forefront of these allegations was the prominent
journalist and respected Arab commentator Muhammad Hassanien Heikal, who
claimed that there were no ‘minority issues’ in the region. The impact of the allegations
was immense, and the conference was forced to convene in Limassol Cyprus, instead
of the Egyptian capital of Cairo, due to security concerns.11 In the weeks that followed,
public debates in Egypt and the Arab world took place on television and in print. Were
there aqaliyya (minorities) in the region and what did this term mean? While there was
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acknowledgement of diversity and ta‘did al-wazifiya, for the most part, discussions
were superficial, failing to address some of the major issues that faced religious and
ethnic minorities in the region. Instead, the term aqaliyya largely fell subservient to
nationalist labels of Egyptian/Iraqi/Syrian.
It is worth noting that the hierarchy of the Coptic Church has perpetuated this dis-

course, supporting Egyptian state claims that the Copts are not an aqaliyya but
rather Egyptian and thereby part of the majority (Mahmood 2012). Copts and
secular Muslims have been extremely cautious of adopting international discourses
regarding ‘minority rights’. The fear of being labelled a Western stooge, or traitor
(khayin) to the West, can partly explain this. Indeed, diaspora organizations, like the
American Coptic Association (ACA), have been tarred as unpatriotic and undermining
the integrity of the nation. The ACA have also been criticized domestically as doing
more harm than good to the Coptic cause (Ibrahim 2012). Instead, the rhetoric of
the cross and the crescent still holds significant weight in the popular imaginary.
For instance, enthused by the fall of Tunisia’s President Zine El-AbidineBen-Ali on 14

January 2011, civil and political activistswere heard acrossEgypt’s urban centres challen-
ging existing social orders by chanting the slogan: ‘‘Ul ya Hassan, ‘ul ya Bulus, bukra
Masr hat hasal Tunis’ (Say oh Hassan, say oh Bulus, tomorrow Egypt will follow
Tunis). The names in the chant are noteworthy: Hassan and Bulus (Paul) served as
markers of Egypt’s two main religious faiths (Hassan the Muslim and Bulus the Copt)
that make up ‘authentic’Egypt. In the idealized collectivememory of Egypt’s 2011 upris-
ing, the common goal was the united liberation of Egypt fromPresidentMubarak’s thirty-
year authoritarian rule under the slogan ‘bread, freedom and social justice’. The wave of
popular protests, which broke out on 25 January, lasted for eighteen days. Symbolism
played an important role as Tahrir Square in the heart of Cairo and hayat al-midan (the
life of the square) became a focal point, one whose roots could be found in 1919. The
square personified an Egyptian utopia. Copts during Friday prayers on 4 February 2011
– brandishing their tattooedwrists with a cross – protectedMuslimswhile they performed
their prayers. Two days later, Muslims encircled a Christian crowd performing Sunday
Mass in Tahrir, ensuring that they too had a safe space for worship.
However, this continued performance and rhetoric is highly problematic. It fails to

recognize the inequality of union and partnership not only as a legal category, but also
more importantly in daily Egyptian lived life. Anthony Shenouda (2011) has argued
that the visibility of national unity only serves to highlight the invisibility of specific
Coptic rights. A long-term formal and informal policy of discrimination of Copts in
public, political and religious life has been in place, and has been exacerbated under
the banner of national unity. As a result, the imagination of the cross and crescent has pre-
cluded the recognition of Coptic-specific claims. This has been challenged in recent years
by some Coptic groups, particularly youth organizations, which aim to weaken the neo-
millet state–church relationship, place national unity on the back-burner and instead rene-
gotiate a place for Copts, ensuring a public visibility in contemporary Egypt.

The visible challenges

Historically, Coptic movements have either been inter-communal – focusing on state–
Copt relations and challenging discriminatory practices – or intra-communal – focusing
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on the hierarchy of the church and challenging papal claims of authority over the reli-
gious and political representation of the community. Since the mid-1990s, this has been
challenged by a variety of Coptic activists who have played a more visible and vocal
role in criticizing the neo-millet partnership between the state and the church. The
emergence of these movements has largely coincided with the broader social and pol-
itical activities led by civil society organizers, human rights activists and non-govern-
mental organization workers. Concentrating on how youth organizations, particularly
since the fall of Mubarak in 2011, have attempted to carve a new religious, social
and political landscape in post-revolutionary Egypt, the remainder of the article will
examine assertions of Coptic plural identity/ies. Youth activists have organized reli-
gious, social and political demonstrations that invoke a unique lay-led Coptic identity,
distinct from a shared Egyptian experience of the cross and crescent. In doing so, these
organizations demand recognition of the right to difference and elevate their visibility
in the urban milieu, encouraging an assertion of plural identities that are not grounded
in state–church discourses.
As noted earlier, the religion of the majority, Islam, has a strong presence in the con-

stitution and legislation. It also has a significant presence in everyday lived experi-
ences; the public visibility of Islam presents not only a critique to a secular version
of the public sphere but challenges plural expressions of identity (Gole 2002, 188).
Beginning with television, there have been calls made by Copts for the state to
change television and radio broadcasting laws, which only permit Copts to transmit
on a limited number of special religious occasions. This stands in contrast to the trans-
mission of weekly Muslim Friday prayers and all religious celebrations. The ubiquity
of Islam in everyday broadcasting:

…means that you turn the television on, 24 hours a day, and you will find all around you
continuous programming with the host of the program saying asalaam ‘alaykum wa
rahmat allah wa barakatu [Peace to you and may the mercy and blessing of God be
with you (an Islamic greeting that Copts do not typically use)] The Muslims accept
that Copts live in Egypt, but the rights of the Copts in Egypt, they do not accept.12

This has recently been challenged; since the mid-2000s, Coptic satellite channels
have been established with the aim of broadcasting religious and social programming.
Two of the main channels, Aghapy TVand Coptic TV (CTV), were set up in Cairo and
have found viewership with diaspora Copts as far as Australia and North America.
While most of the content is religious, the undertone can also be overtly political.
These television stations, although sometimes criticized by Islamist preachers, have
generally been able to circumvent Egyptian state censorship. This is because both
Aghapy TV and CTV are loosely affiliated to the Coptic Church hierarchy. As a
result, the stations have followed a balancing act, which has to some extent reinforced
neo-millet lines. For instance CTV, which was established in 2007 by Thawrat Bassily,
the chairman of one of Egypt’s largest pharmaceutical companies, is also the underse-
cretary of the Holy Synod and a former member of parliament. Bassily’s connections
highlight the intricate network between the religious hierarchy of the church and the
state – receiving state patronage while simultaneously providing patronage to the
church community. Although the establishment of Coptic satellite channels does not
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necessarily increase the visibility of Copts in the everyday public sphere, it does high-
light how individuals within the community seek to carve out Coptic spaces. Here,
transformative politics entails an acknowledgement of the existing restrictions on the
one hand, while finding a local and communal response on the other.
On a more national level, the public visibility of Copts can be found in political dem-

onstrations that challenge not only the presence of Islam in everyday life, but also the
claim of the Coptic Church to wield authority over the voice of the community. Led by
Coptic youth groups, the demand is not necessarily for greater secularization, but rather
spheres for the public expression of plural identities. The 2011 uprising created a
greater sense of urgency; a number of new Coptic groups have emerged, facilitated
by the shifting political environment. While the numbers of participants are unclear,
it is important to note that these Coptic actors did not galvanize in a political
vacuum, but rather were a product of ongoing broad societal shifts in Egypt. Many
of the demands of Coptic organizations have been mirrored by secular/liberal
Muslims who sympathize and identify with the Coptic challenge of countering the
dominance of a religious institution – such as Al-Azhar – while demanding more glob-
ally accepted rights.
Among the most vocal groups to support these aims is the Maspero Youth Organiz-

ation (MYO), formed in March 2011 after a group of Coptic youths staged a sit-in at the
State Television Building in Maspero, Cairo, to protest the burning of a church in
Helwan (Fathi 2011). The organization became publically known after the killing of
twenty-eight Copts outside the television building in October 2011. Coptic and
secular activists viewed the orchestrated attack by the Egyptian military – led by the
Supreme Council for the Armed Forces, which had temporarily taken over the
country in the transition to democratic elections – as a particularly bloody state-
endorsed measure of sectarian repression. The MYO has managed to gain media atten-
tion through organizing demonstrations and sit-ins in public spaces. Previously, Coptic
demonstrations against state infractions occurred in front of the patriarchate in the
Cairene district of Abbasiyah.13 This had the consequence of elevating the clerical lea-
dership to the religious identity of the Copts as they expressed or negotiated grievances.
TheMYO’s tactics of demonstrating in front of the television building, or in a main city
square like in the district of Shubra – a Cairo borough with a strong Coptic demo-
graphic, serves to emphasize two main points. First, it challenges the authority of
the church by removing demonstrations, which have significant lay support, from
the reach of the clerical hierarchy as the intermediary between community and state.
Second, the demonstrations highlight visible Coptic discontent in public spaces, that
is to say affirming the presence of pluralist expressions in Egypt. In doing so, the
MYO borrows its tactics from anti-Mubarak movements such as the group Kifaya –
literally meaning ‘enough’ – that emerged in 2004–2005 as part of the ‘Winter of Dis-
content’. Kifaya had held demonstrations in public spaces such as squares or in front of
court houses, and trade unions. In this respect, the MYO, whether it acknowledges it or
not, is a product of years of political and social mobilization in Egypt.
In terms of image and symbolism, the MYO has consciously avoided the use of the

cross and crescent. While its demands coincide with many demands made by liberals
and secularists, this is not an Egyptian unity movement. Rather, the MYO has interest-
ingly asserted a Coptic nationalism by resurrecting Pharaonic symbolism used at the
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turn of the twentieth century. A demonstration held in Shubra included the parade of a
giant Pharaonic boat and ankh cross (known as the Cross of the Nile). In doing so, the
MYO has resurrected ethnonationalist discourses that claim that Copts are the only
‘true Egyptians’ and that Egyptian Muslims are in fact Arabs who arrived with the
Islamic conquest of Egypt in 641 AD. The invocation of a unique ethno-symbolism
steers the actions of the MYO away from the 1919 discourse of the nature of the Egyp-
tian state and instead serves to highlight the plurality of an Egyptian landscape, perhaps
even laying claim as the only authentic voice. Like the Alevis in Turkey who are trying
to engage in forms of cultural affirmation beyond the constraints of the Turkish national
unity narrative (Tambar 2014), this performance in a public space highlights the Coptic
demand for recognition as a distinct community. Among the key aims of the MYO –
which has set up branches in key cities such as Cairo, Alexandria, Suez, Asyut and
Minya – is to reimagine what it means to be an Egyptian citizen. Demanding that Chris-
tian Egyptians are recognized as such, a visible community with inalienable specific
rights, the MYO has defiantly argued for Coptic rights, vaguely articulated, by present-
ing itself as expert on Coptic issues and calling for an end to discrimination in everyday
life.
In August 2013, the MYO, along with several other groups, formed the Coptic Con-

sultative Council (CCC). The main goals of the CCC are to act as a ‘unifying entity for
all Christian groups, unions and institutions… aimed at reaching a common political
and intellectual perspective on the big issues’ (El-Meshad 2012). The CCC, as an
umbrella body, aims to ‘represent the voice of the Coptic community before the gov-
ernment and church, as a fully civil institution’ (Casper 2013, 7). This is a particularly
important measure in demonstrating the transformative nature of the Coptic community
as it focuses on both claiming political and civil rights from both the church and the
state while acknowledging multiple political voices. This represents a continued
effort to increase the visibility of the Copts.

Conclusion

This trend within the lay Coptic community towards asserting a right to difference,
outside the constraints of the cross-and-crescent national unity myth, is still relatively
new, and it is too early to judge the extent to which these organizations will be success-
ful in achieving their goals. For one thing, these goals are not yet fully articulated. Their
demands combine formal rights to equal citizenship in legal terms, everyday social
grievances such as discriminatory practices and the exclusive presence of Islam in
the public sphere, and also more nebulous claims to certain ‘inalienable’ group-specific
minority rights. The content of these minority rights – and how they relate to other
examples of multiculturalism around the world – remain under-specified.
It is also unclear to what extent the Copts will find willing allies in their struggles. To

be sure, Coptic organizations are not the only ones demanding a discussion concerning
the nature of the state and of citizenship in Egypt. Many liberals and leftists, who are
often Muslim by background, sympathize with these newly formed Coptic groups in
their deliberations over religious visibility. But there are tensions and disagreements
here as well, particularly around the idea of secularism. Popular opinion reveals a dis-
comfort with the use of the word secular, ‘almani, since the connotations for some is
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that the term equals godless. Some Islamists have accused liberals and Copts of
wishing to promote a godless constitution and society – the implication being a
country with no guiding morals. As a result, ‘almani has slowly been substituted by
the term civil, madani. Activists claim that this term is more palatable and does not
derail discussions about individual and minority rights. In any event, the MYO and
the CCC have not advocated for a completely secular state, but rather for the right
to equal visibility. In the case of Egypt, secularization, they believe, is not necessarily
the key to a plural society; instead, what matters is the promotion of a greater public
visibility of multiple religious expressions of identity.
So, Coptic groups face unresolved challenges about formulating their goals, and

about building effective alliances with other liberal and leftist forces pushing for plur-
alism. But above all, there is the challenge of overcoming the legacy of a now deeply
entrenched national imagination. In a country where the dominance of the nationalist
rhetoric –‘Egypt for all’ – is imperative, the MYO and its supporters are often seen not
as experimenting with new forms of democratic citizenship, but as pursuing sectarian
ends or ‘factional demands’ (matalib fi‘awiya).14 The underlying accusation, largely
led by Islamists, is that it is not time for specific Coptic requests and that the entire
country should make a collective effort to recover from the effects of the 2011 uprising.
Here, the national unity paradigm is appropriated to stave off reform. Copts are por-
trayed as wishing to invoke a minority status, thereby highlighting their disloyalty
by not belonging to the majority – Egyptian. As Iskander Monier (2014) notes, this per-
vasive reaction to the new modes of Coptic politics shows that, at least to date, the
champions of pluralism in Egypt have not yet found a way to overcome the perception
that it is impossible to ‘represent group-specific interests and universal interests at the
same time’ (183).
The prospects for transformative minority politics in Egypt – or indeed anywhere

else – depend on overcoming this tendency to view all group-specific political mobil-
ization as an illegitimate form of factionalism that threatens national unity. How best to
overcome this tendency is a difficult question, but I have argued that it cannot be
achieved by formal legal change alone: it also requires a deep rethinking of inherited
myths of national unity.
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Notes

1. For the evolution of European public opinion and policy on these issues, see Brubaker
(2001) and Vertovec and Wessendorf (2010).
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2. On the rise of multicultural constitutionalism in Latin America, see Yashar (2005) and Van
Cott (2000).
3. For a discussion of colonial forms of governmentality, see Chatterjee (2004) and Scott
(1999).
4. For example, identity cards must be carried at all times revealing one of three recognized
faiths: Islam, Christianity, or Judaism. In recent years, Baha’is have protested this as a discrimi-
natory practice, with the result that a blank space may be inserted under religion. This arguably
has led to more discrimination in the event of being stopped by the police.
5. Open Letter published by Jama‘at al-Ummah al-Qibtiyyah, 1 September 1953.
6. Open Letter published by Jama‘at al-Ummah al-Qibtiyyah, 1 September 1953.
7. The pope is a religiously elected institution.
8. For the neo-millet as default, see Iskander Monier (2014).
9. ‘Pope Shenouda III supports Mubarak, Egyptian state TV’, Ahram Online, 6 February
2011, http://english.ahram.org.eg/NewsContent/1/64/5097/Egypt/Politics-/Pope-Shenouda-III-
supports-Mubarak,-Egyptian-state.aspx.
10. For an alternative reading, see Ibrahim (2011).
11. Saad Eddin Ibrahim, ‘An Arab culture of Denial’, Bitterlemons, http://www.bitterlemons-
international.org/inside.php?id=261.
12. Interview with priest in Shenouda (2011).
13. For example, the 2005 Constantine Affair, when claims were made of the forced conver-
sion to Islam of a Coptic priest’s wife. Demonstrations took place at the Patriarchate.
14. See Iskander Monier (2014) for a discussion of how the accusation of ‘factional demands’
(matalib fi’awaiya) has been used in Egypt to delegitimize Coptic political expression after the
January 2011 revolution.
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